
SAMPLE LESSON PLAN 

!

!

Age: 6-8 years 
Lesson/Theme: 2 of 16, Fairytales  
Duration: 45mins  
Discipline: Drama	

Lesson Objectives 

What do you want pupils to learn? 

1)Review visual and aural signal for circle and silence  
2)Warm up our creativity with an ice breaker, concentration and imagination activity 
3)Introduction to improvisation  
4)Support the group as an ensemble and start to build a sense of trust 
5)Exploration of bodies and physicality. 

Skills Development 

What skills are students developing to achieve the lesson objective? 

Call and Response - Communication skills, memory, student led direction  
Teacher led demonstration - Observational skills, concentration, imagination, mime  
What are you doing? - Language skills, hand - eye coordination, teamwork, leadership 
Challenge box - reflection, writing, individual assessment, trust as an ensemble, confidence 
Crossing The Bridge - Physicality, eye contact, spatial awareness 

Differentiation 

All students will: Complete a mimed action to an audience. All students will work as team in 
silence using eye contact and touch as the main forms of communication. 

 
Most students will: Accurately recall signals from last week. Most will be able to transfer mime 
skills into improvised speech. 

Some students will: Be confident in creating imaginative scenarios and objects and be able to 
invent corresponding speech with this. Some will be able to assist other students within the class. 

RESOURCES:

PA System and age appropriate music

Lucky dip box/bag

Everyday object, eg hairbrush

Time Sections Student Activities

!
5mins Intro

-Review signal for circle and signal for silence: Once the 
students have been reminded of this, you may wish to use 
a student leader to carry on the call and response.



!!!
15 mins !

!!!
Warm up

-Icebreaker :  
1)Prior to the beginning of class, label the areas of 
the room using a pieces of paper. These should be as 
follows: left hand side of the room ( SR Stage 
Right) , right hand side of the room ( SL Stage Left) , 
back of the room ( US Up Stage) , centre of the room 
( CS Centre Stage ), front of the room ( CS Centre 
Stage ) and so on…2)Students have to move quickly 
to the area of the stage you call out. The challenge 
can be increased by adding other instructions such 
as “move like Snow White down stage” or by adding 
additional information such as hitting a frozen 
position once in centre stage.3)Gradually increase 
the challenge by removing the cheat sheets or bits 
of paper from the areas! 

-Imagination:  
Have the students buzz around the room like a buzzy 
bee (which is helping to gently warm up their voices 
ahead of drama!) 
Call out a letter and give the students a 5 second 
countdown to become something beginning with that 
letter, for example - T (Teapot, Tortoise, Table). This 
can be extended for more advanced students by 
limiting their options such as only becoming 
characters from our Fairytales or by using more 
challenging letters such as X. 

-Concentration:  
Have students still in a circle with their eyes closed. 
Explain that we are going to try to count to 20, but 
that only one person can say each number. 
Encourage students to make sure everyone in the 
circle has an opportunity to speak but that if two or 
more people speak at the same time, we begin again 
from the start. This is a great challenge to help the 
students focus their energy as a group.



!!!!!!!
15 mins

Main Focus

-Pass The Pretend Parcel: Have the students in 
pairs pass an imaginary present between them. This 
is an extension of the object transformation that we 
explored last week. Each time they receive the 
present it must become a different shape and 
structure. Encourage the students to be clear with 
their choices, for example, how does a bouncy ball 
feel and look different to a fluffy pillow or a 
delicate necklace or a heavy suitcase? 

-What Are You Doing?  
This exercise serves as an introduction to 
improvisation. Have the students find a new space in 
our circle with one student in the centre. The 
student in the centre has to mime an action, as 
imaginative as the like, such as bowling or running a 
marathon. The next student in the circle enters the 
centre space and asks “what are you doing?” to 
which the first student must respond with another 
action, such as “I’m jumping on the trampoline with 
my dog”. The aim of this activity is to make the 
responses as imaginative and as fast as 
possible.After a few rounds, encourage the students 
to add in some further dialogue so that the activity 
can develop into a small improvised scene. Having 
now explored improvised speech, ask the students to 
walk around the room as a character from one of our 
fairytales, (if they are ensure they can always create 
their own character!) Ask them to consider how this 
character would walk, how are they feeling? Using 
our signal for silence, pause the action and tap one 
student on the shoulder. Once the student is tapped 
they have to say one sentence that their character 
might say. Continue for a few more rounds until 
everyone has been selected. 
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5 mins 

Reflection

 
Using our signal for circle, explain to the student’s 
that this week you are going to complete the weekly 
challenge from our lucky dip! This can always be 
pre-decided so you are not put on the spot too much 
but by having you complete it initially, this will help 
students appreciate that it is a fun activity and not 
something that should be daunting. Having 
completed your challenge (which could be anything 
as simple as telling a joke to the class) you can 
select the next two students who will complete the 
challenge for the following week. This will allow 
them and you some time to prepare and provides an 
added incentive for weekly retention!
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5 mins !

Cool down

1)Line either a row of chairs or two benches facing 
each other in the centre of the room.  
2)Split the class into two teams ensuring a range of 
ages and physicalities in each team. 
3)Explain that the students challenge is to make it 
across the (imaginary) river safely, perhaps to reach 
a stranded princess or to collect a pot of gold? 
However, the bridge across is only wide enough for 
one at a time. 
4)Without talking students must communicate using 
their eyes and bodies to have one student make it on 
the bridge and then help manoeuvre the next 
student along.  
5)If anyone talks or steps down off the bridge, the 
whole team has to start again. 
6)Once all the students have made it up onto the 
bridge, they can walk to safety to collect their Ling 
stickers for their passports. 
This is a fantastic game to promote eye contact and 
teamwork, adding some background music will help 
them focus in to the challenge.

Teacher Reflection 
Notes

Teacher Reflection 
Notes

Did you achieve the learning objectives?  
Have all the children made progress?  
Are the pupils where you wanted them to be in 
their learning? Do you need to revisit the LO next 
lesson?	


